
Q: What is a paint specification 
A: A specification outlines the products and colours that you would want to use on your building. An AkzoNobel  
 specification will clearly explain the required surface preparation and number of coats needed for the chosen  
 product on the given substrate (walls/ceilings/woodwork etc). 

Q: Why should I get one?
A: Our specification services are free and having one ensures that you and/or your painting contractors have  
 the right guidance on what products you should use. This will then save time & money as following the  
 specification will minimise disruption and downtime and help ensure that the job is done right, first time.

 Research has shown where specifications are correct and fit for purpose the risk of experiencing common  
 defects on site are reduced by around 75%. When tendering for work all bidders will be pricing on the same  
 preparation and products detailed in the document.

Q: Will there be different ‘types’ of specification?
A: Absolutely. We can tailor the recommendations based on your wants and needs. We can ensure that the 
 specification is suitable for your needs. For example specifying durable products where required and lower  
 cost alternatives when suitable.

Q: Can you provide ‘green’ specifications?
A: Absolutely. If you need products/advice to get BREEAM/WELL/LEED accreditations, let us know  
 and we will arrange this.

Q: How do I get a specification?
A: As a Dulux Decorator Centre 360 customer, you get access to our national team of Technical Specification  
 Managers (TSMs). We have a number of general specifications that are suitable for most painting jobs.  
 Depending on the size of the project, we can also arrange for a bespoke specification. This will involve one  
 of our TSMs visiting the site and writing the report.

Q: Once we have the specification, can you help ensure it is followed?
A: Depending on the size of the project, then yes. We would just need some basic details such as project  
 length and the name of the painter that you are using. We can attend pre-start meetings, offer site support  
 visits during the project and produce post site inspections reports on completion to help ensure the  
 specification is followed. 

Q: Are there other ways you can assist with my decorating project?
A: Yes. We can recommend independently vetted painters through our Contract Partnership scheme. We can  
 also help with colour advice/colour schemes and even help you recycle empty tins or re-use left over paint.

Q: How do I get more information/request help
A: Please speak to your local Dulux Decorator store/your local rep.
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